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JASON RABY NOW A PARTNER IN ARTICULATE SOLUTIONS
GILROY, CA – JUNE 25, 2013 – Jason Raby has recently been named a full partner in
Articulate Solutions, Inc., southern Silicon Valley’s leading design and communications agency.
As the firm’s Technical & Art Director, Jason will sit on the Board of Directors and will share
leadership and management duties with company founder and Executive Creative Director
Katherine Filice.
Jason was born and raised in Gilroy, and he first worked for Articulate Solutions as a summer
intern in 2004. After earning his B.A. in Communication Design with an emphasis in Graphic
Design, he joined the company as a full-time designer and web developer. In his eight years
with the company, Jason has contributed his design expertise as well as technical skills to a
number of award-winning projects.
Upon announcing the news, Jason Raby said, “I am excited to become a partner in Articulate
Solutions and to invest in my future with people I truly care about. The Articulate Solutions team
has been like a family to me, and I look forward to helping guide the company’s future growth as
we expand into more advanced interactive design, social media, and search engine
optimization.”
Katherine Filice, the CEO and Executive Creative Director of Articulate Solutions, said, “Bringing
Jason on as a partner gives a strategic future to our company. As a leadership team, Jason and I
are dedicated to moving the company forward into new markets and technologies while
building on the experience, expertise, and creative energy that have been the foundation of our
success. And, as our longtime customers already know, it is truly a pleasure to work with Jason. I
can’t wait to see where Articulate Solutions can go from here”
“This is a wonderful example of talent and excellence growing in the Gilroy business
community,” said Lloyd Lowrey, an attorney with Noland, Hamerly, Etienne & Hoss who serves
as the legal advisor for Articulate Solutions and consulted on the company’s restructuring.
###

About Articulate Solutions Inc.
Articulate Solutions is a well-established creative agency located in Silicon Valley, California.
They offer cohesive branding and identity design, cutting edge website development, social
media marketing, and search engine optimization.
The award-winning team comprises the best of two worlds: exceptionally talented designers,
writers and illustrators, working in collaboration with technical wizards to bring your projects to
life in a wide range of media and online environments.
Their long list of satisfied clients includes B2B and B2C companies, major consumer goods and
logistics corporations, large universities and government organizations as well as smaller
regional and family-operated retail businesses.
Email info@articulate-solutions.com for more information.

